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As we travel along life's sometimes convoluted and perilous path, we've always had one thing in common with our ancient ancestors: a desire to explore new territories. Whether to exploit natural resources, conduct research, or enjoy recreation, many of us still need to travel, explore, or seek outdoor adventure.

Natural survival of the fittest ensured an average life span much shorter in earlier days, and losing a few Vikings on trips was probably tolerated. Sailors were unaware of why they suffered from scurvy. If General Nobile had access to this textbook, his men may have survived their Arctic balloon crash depicted in *The Red Tent*. Today, we require permits and insurance to travel remotely, and everyone expects to come back alive!

However, life expectancy has increased and field medical care has improved considerably with better access to medicines, vaccines, and rapid transport. Before I first went to Africa in 1957 to produce a wildlife documentary that included an unwounded lion charging directly into camera, I was advised to consider having my appendix removed or learning to operate on myself in case it became inflamed. My choice was to have a former veterinarian turned missionary 200 miles away do the job if necessary. Today, I could consult this book on expedition medicine to prepare for such problems and potential evacuation.

My personal concerns in Africa were minimized when the expedition leader was bitten on the thumb by an Egyptian cobra and then, a few weeks later, temporarily blinded by a spitting cobra. The thumb bite was lucky because the fangs passed completely through before venom injection. The spitting cobra incident was more serious, but luckily a container of milk – handy as an ulcer remedy – was poured immediately into his eyes to dilute the venom. Otherwise, he faced the local treatment of a villager urinating into his eyes to wash out the poison. I made a note to always have milk available with spitting cobras in the neighborhood. The reader must determine whether this remains a good option.

This book should be read by everyone who enjoys nature, camps or conducts field research in distant areas, goes on safari, or just wants protection in remote places. Much information in *Expedition and Wilderness Medicine* has been learned the best way – the hard way – in the field by experienced explorers. If I had this book in the early 1960s, when I was deep in the Amazon forests on the first wild studies of the monkey-eating Harpy eagle, the world's largest, I may have avoided both the malaria and leishmaniasis that I contracted. Back in my hometown of Albany, Georgia, doctors did not diagnose the malaria for a week and never did figure out the leishmaniasis that was eating my ear for 6 months. Fortunately, a week of sun and saltwater on the Gulf of Mexico finally cured the infection.

Some things I have learned on my own to avoid:

- The brown jumping leach in Sumatra, which lives on land along trails and will latch on to you in a second, but a little tobacco juice or insect spray will keep it away.
- Amazonian red bugs or chiggers called Beta Rouge, big cousins to our North American variety.
• Green mambas in Africa. If you get bitten, you have time for one phone call – but you don't know who to call!

Though I have been charged by many animals, including 200 elephants led by an angry female, had my arm swallowed by a 22-foot-long anaconda, been bitten by piranhas in Peru, and been operated on by an Angolan witchdoctor, I have learned that the wilderness is not to be feared. Many undisturbed wilderness areas in the world are safe, healthy, beautiful, and full of life of all kinds. The dangerous places are usually where people are with their big cities, cars, electrical appliances, lawn mowers that cut people's legs off, and dangerous people themselves.

A great challenge facing our civilization is to keep people connected with the natural world since its existence is important to our lives. If we are uncomfortable or afraid of nature and its diverse life forms, big or small, then we may not save it. Human quality of life, even the very future of life on earth, would then be seriously threatened. This book provides a framework for health and safety in the field so that we can all enjoy nature, give it value, and try to preserve it for posterity.
As long as there have been expeditions, there has been expedition medicine. Whether it was Dr. David Livingstone treating his exploration party with quinine as they traveled up the Zambezi, Meriwether Lewis receiving medical training from Dr. Benjamin Rush, James McIlroy amputating frostbitten toes during Ernest Shackleton’s Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition, or Dr. Jose Antonio Cajazeira treating Theodore Roosevelt on their Brazilian River of Doubt journey, expeditions and medicine have demonstrated a natural tendency to intersect.

In spite of this long and colorful history of medicine on expeditions, defining “expedition medicine” is no easy task. A medical professional providing medical care on an expedition might need to be a high-altitude expert one day and a tropical medicine expert the next. Exposure to envenomations, animal attacks, parasitic disease, and environmental extremes all may occur while traveling through remote areas on expeditions. It is this diversity of practice, and this intersection of medicine and nature, that initially draws many individuals to expedition medicine, and yet, when attempting to assimilate these varied topics into a single functional text, it is just this diversity that creates difficulty.

The editorial team has selected topics for this text that represent both the depth and the breadth of this expansive medical discipline. We recognize that even as individuals are drawn to different geographic environments, readers will use this text for different purposes. Depending on whether you plunge into the ocean depths, climb the highest peaks, or explore the deepest rainforest or jungle, certain chapters will apply to your journey more than others. Our goal was not to be completely comprehensive on every topic – as there are already excellent detailed texts dedicated to the various subtopics within expedition medicine – but rather to provide enough practical information to support a medical officer in a variety of field environments.

We strongly believed that for our text to truly help those in the field it needed to be written and edited by those in the field. Each of our authors was selected for their combination of both impeccable academic credentials and vast field experience. On any given day our authors could be climbing Everest, diving in the oceans, resuscitating patients on the battlefield, treating snakebites in the tropics, navigating hostile geopolitical environments, or rescuing stranded victims off mountains. These talented individuals do a lot because they know a lot; consequently, they also know a lot because they do a lot. Their perspective of medical care in these extreme environments is shaped by their field experience and translates into practical educational points for the reader. These chapters are not filled with tips for what one might do if he or she is ever in a particular situation, but what the author has done, and does, when faced with a specific decision point.
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In the end, the book you now hold in your hands is the product of many thousands of hours of labor over the course of three years. It is not perfect – no text is, of course – but the editorial team hopes it will be a tool for those individuals who choose to venture into the many remote, extreme, and wilderness environments of our amazingly diverse world. We hope you find it helpful. We hope you find it interesting. We hope you find it inspiring. Most of all, we hope this text opens up a new level of understanding concerning medical care on expeditions and offers a resource to the expedition community that would make even a Livingstone, Lewis, Shackleton, or Roosevelt proud.
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